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Abstract
This paper gives the growth property of certain harmonic functions at inﬁnity in an
n-dimensional cone, which generalize the results obtained by Huang and Qiao (Abstr.
Appl. Anal. 2012:203096, 2012), Xu et al. (Bound. Value Probl. 2013:262, 2013), Yang
and Ren (Proc. Indian Acad. Sci. Math. Sci. 124(2): 175-178, 2014) and Zhao and
Yamada (J. Inequal. Appl. 2014:497, 2014) to the conical case.
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1 Introduction and results
Let R and R+ be the set of all real numbers and the set of all positive real numbers, re-
spectively. We denote by Rn (n ≥ ) the n-dimensional Euclidean space. A point in Rn is
denoted by P = (X,xn), X = (x,x, . . . ,xn–). The Euclidean distance of two points P and Q
in Rn is denoted by |P –Q|. Also |P –O| with the origin O of Rn is simply denoted by |P|.
The boundary and the closure of a set S in Rn are denoted by ∂S and S, respectively.
For P ∈ Rn and r > , let B(P, r) denote the open ball with center at P and radius r in Rn.
We shall say that a set E ⊂ Cn() has a covering {rk ,Rk} if there exists a sequence of balls
{Bk}with centers in Cn() such that E ⊂ ⋃∞k= Bk , where rk is the radius of Bk and Rk is the
distance from the origin to the center of Bk . We shall also write h ≈ h for two positive
functions h and h if and only if there exists a positive constant a such that a–h ≤ h ≤
ah.
The unit sphere and the upper half unit sphere are denoted by Sn– and Sn–+ , respectively.
For simplicity, a point (,) on Sn– and the set {; (,) ∈ } for a set ,  ⊂ Sn–, are
often identiﬁed with  and , respectively. For two sets  ⊂ R+ and  ⊂ Sn–, the set
{(r,) ∈ Rn; r ∈ , (,) ∈ } in Rn is simply denoted by  × . In particular, the half
space R+ × Sn–+ = {(X,xn) ∈ Rn;xn > } will be denoted by Tn.
By Cn(), we denote the set R+ × in Rn with the domain on Sn– (n≥ ).We call it a
cone. Then Tn is a special cone obtained by putting = Sn–+ .We denote the sets I× and
I × ∂ with an interval on R by Cn(; I) and Sn(; I). By Sn() we denote Sn(; (, +∞)),
which is ∂Cn() – {O}.
We introduce a system of spherical coordinates (r,),  = (θ, θ, . . . , θn–), in Rn which






(n≥ ), xn = r cos θ,
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cos θk (≤ k ≤ n – ),
where ≤ r < +∞, – π ≤ θn– < π , and if n≥ , then ≤ θj ≤ π (≤ j ≤ n – ).
Let  be a domain on Sn– (n≥ ) with smooth boundary. Consider the Dirichlet prob-
lem
(n + τ )f =  on ,
f =  on ∂,












We denote the least positive eigenvalue of this boundary value problem by τ and the nor-
malized positive eigenfunction corresponding to τ by f(),
∫

{f()} dσ = , where
dσ is the surface area on Sn–.We denote the solutions of the equation t +(n–)t–τ = 
by α, –β (α, β > ) and write δ for α + β. If  = Sn–+ , then α = , β = n –  and
f() = (ns–n )/ cos θ, where sn is the surface area πn/{(n/)}– of Sn–.
To simplify our consideration in the following, we shall assume that if n≥ , then  is a
C,α-domain ( < α < ) on Sn– surrounded by a ﬁnite number of mutually disjoint closed
hypersurfaces (e.g. see [], pp.-, for the deﬁnition of C,α-domain). Then there exist
two positive constants c and c such that
c dist(, ∂)≤ f()≤ c dist(, ∂) ( ∈ ). (.)
(By modifying Miranda’s method [], pp.-, we can prove this equality.)
Let δ(P) = dist(P, ∂Cn()), we have
f()≈ δ(P), (.)
for any P = (,) ∈  (see []).
We denote the Green function of Cn() by GCn()(P,Q) (P ∈ Cn(), Q ∈ Cn()). The












π , n = ,
(n – )sn, n≥ ,
g is a measurable function on Sn(), dσQ is the surface area element on Sn() and ∂∂nQ
denotes the diﬀerentiation at Q along the inward normal into Cn().
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Remark  (see []) Let  = Sn–+ . Then
GTn (P,Q) =
{
log |P –Q∗| – log |P –Q|, n = ,
|P –Q|–n – |P –Q∗|–n, n≥ ,
where Q∗ = (Y , –yn), that is, Q∗ is the mirror image of Q = (Y , yn) with respect to ∂Tn.






|P –Q|–xn, n = ,
(n – )|P –Q|–nxn, n≥ .




 + tγ dσQ <∞ (.)
for ≤ p <∞ and γ ∈ R.
We deﬁne the positive measure λ on Rn by
dλ(Q) =
{
|g(Q)|pt–γ dσQ, Q = (t,) ∈ Sn(; (, +∞)),
, Q ∈ Rn – Sn(; (, +∞)),
where p and γ are deﬁned as above. If g is a measurable function on ∂Cn() satisfying
(.), we remark that the total mass of λ is ﬁnite.






The set {P = (r,) ∈ Rn – {O};M(P;λ,β)rβ > } is denoted by E(;λ,β).
As in Tn, Huang et al. (see [–]) have proved the following result. For a similar result
in the half-plane, we refer the reader to the paper by Zhao and Yamada (see []).




 + |Q|n dQ <∞. (.)
Then the harmonic function PITn [g](P) =
∫
∂Tn PITn (P,Q)g(Q)dQ satisﬁes PITn [g] =
o(r secn– θ) as r → ∞ in Tn, where PITn (P,Q) is the general Poisson kernel for the n-
dimensional half space; see Remark .
Our aim in this paper is the study of the growth property of PICn()[g](P) in a cone.
Theorem  Let ≤ α ≤ n, ≤ p <∞, γ > (–α – n + )p + n –  and
α >
γ – n + 
p in the case p > ,
α ≥ γ – n +  in the case p = .
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If g is a measurable function on ∂Cn() satisfying (.), then PICn()[g](P) is a harmonic
















}np–– n–αp PICn()[g](P) = . (.)
Remark  In the case  = Sn–+ , p = , and γ = α = n, (.) is equivalent to (.) and (.) is
a ﬁnite sum, then the set E(;λ, ) is a bounded set and (.) holds in Tn. This is just the
result of Qiao-Huang.
Remark  In the case p = , γ = n, and α = , Theorem  generalizes Xu-Yang [], Theo-
rem , to the conical case.
2 Lemmas
Throughout this paper, let M denote various constants independent of the variables in


















|P –Q|n , (.)
for any P = (r,) ∈ Cn() and any Q = (t,) ∈ Sn(; (  r,  r)).
Proof These results immediately follow from [], Lemma  and Remark, and (.). 
Lemma  Let  > , β ≥  and λ be any positive measure on Rn (n≥ ) having ﬁnite total










P = (r,) ∈ E(;λ,β) : k ≤ r < k+} (k = , , , . . .).
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Ek(;λ,β) can be covered by the union of a family of balls {B(Pk,i,ρk,i) : Pk,i ∈ Ek(;λ,β)}
(ρk,i = ρ(Pk,i)). By the Vitali lemma (see []), there exists k ⊂ Ek(;λ,β), which is at most











On the other hand, note that
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Since E(;λ,β)∩ {P = (r,) ∈ Rn; r ≥ } =⋃∞k= Ek(;λ,β), E(;λ,β) is ﬁnally covered by










+ β < +∞,
where B(P, ) (P = (, , . . . , ) ∈ Rn) is the ball which covers {P = (r,) ∈ Rn; r < }. 
3 Proof of Theorem 1
We only prove the case p >  and p = , because the case ≤ p≤  can be proved similarly.
For any ﬁxed P = (r,) ∈ Cn(), take a number satisfying R > max(,  r). If α > γ–n+p
and p +

q = , then {–β –  + γp }q + n –  < .
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whereM′ = cn–Mrα . Thus PICn()[g](P) is ﬁnite for any P ∈ Cn(). Since ∂∂nQ GCn()(P,Q)
is a harmonic function of P ∈ Cn() for any Q ∈ Sn(), PICn()[g](P) is also a harmonic
function of P ∈ Cn().




 + tγ dσQ < .












































































































If γ > (–α–n+)p+n–, then {α–+ γp }q+n– > . By (.) andHölder’s inequality

































If α > γ–n+p , then {–β –  + γp }q + n –  < . We obtain (.) and Hölder’s inequality,
























≤ Mr γ–n+p f(). (.)
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By (.), we consider the inequality






































≤ Mr γ–n+p f(), (.)
which is similar to the estimate of PI(P).
Next, we shall estimate PI(P). Take a suﬃciently small positive number b such that
Sn(; (  r,

 r))⊂ B(P,  r) for any P = (r,) ∈ (b), where
(b) =
{
P = (r,) ∈ Cn(); infz∈∂
∣
∣(,) – (, z)
∣
∣ < b,  < r <∞
}
and divide Cn() into two sets (b) and Cn() –(b).
If P = (r,) ∈ Cn() –(b), then there exists a positive b′ such that |P –Q| ≥ b′r for any











≤ Mr γ–n+p f(), (.)
which is similar to the estimate of PI(P).











; i–δ(P)≤ |P –Q| < iδ(P)
}
.









where i(P) is a positive integer satisfying i(P)–δ(P)≤ r < i(P)δ(P).
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If α > γ–α+p , then {–β –  + n–α+γp }q + n –  < . By (.), we have rf() ≤ Mδ(P)







































































for i = , , , . . . , i(P).




{iδ(P)}n–α ≤M(P;λ,n – α)≤ r














}–n+ n–αp . (.)




p ) as r →
∞, where P = (r,) ∈ Cn(; (R , +∞)) –E(;λ,n–α). Thus we complete the proof of The-
orem  by Lemma .
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